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Both from a fundamental and biotechnological point of view, there is 
considerable interest in thermostable enzymes. Enzymes from thermopcilic 
organisms are often in a higher oligomeric state than their mesophilic 
conterparts. The relative thermal stability of tetrameric malate dehydrogenase 
(MDH) from Chloroflexus aurantiacus (ca-MDH), Chlorobium tepidum 
(ct-MDH) and Chlorobium vibrioforme (cv-MDH) can be explained by 
comparison of molecular interactions across the oligomeric interfaces, as 
revealed in the crystal structures of these proteins.1 The main differences 
include a conspicuous network of electrostatic dimer-dimer interactions in the 
most temperature resistant ca-MDH. The contribution of the dimer-dimer 
interface in ca-MDH to thermal stability was further analyzed by studying the 
effects of engeneering this network of electrostatic dimer-dimer interactions. 
Thermal stability was strongly affected by the applied mutations, with effects 
of single mutations on apparent melting temperature ranging from -12°C to 
+24°C. Thus, the oligomer stability can be drastically increased by 
optimization of the interaction network. This study provides one of a very few 
examples that underline the importance of multimerization by actually showing 
that, indeed, oligomeric enzymes may be dramatically stabilized by 
engeneering the multimerization interface. 
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Feasibility of RHEED standing wave method is studied for structural 
determination of adsorbates on Si(100) surface based on a multiple scattering 
theory. for the quantitative analysis, we calculate RHEED wave function based 
on the theory to show the formation of standing wave outside the crystal 
surface. As an example of adsorbate, we put Ge atoms on the surface. The 
wave function after deposition of Ge atoms does not change much as far as the 
amount of Ge atoms is less than 15%, regardless of the adsorbed site. If the 
coverage of Ge is more than 20%, not only the wave function outside the 
crystal changes appreciably but also that inside the crystal is modified. This 
indicates that a simple analysis of adsorbate site as in X-ray standing wave 
method is applicable to low coverage state of adsorption or growth on a crystal. 
If the amount of adsorbate is more than a critical value, however, an analysis 
based on a multiple scattering theory is needed. 
The node or antinode positions of the standing wave change when the incident 
angle of the beam changes. It is a very advantage of this method that the site of 
adsorbate can be determined by continuously varying the incident angle as in 
the same way of measuring RHEED rocking curves. The resolution of a site 
determination is higher than the X-ray standing wave method, because the 
number of nodes in a unit length can be larger due to a multiple scattering 
effect. 
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Thermal relaxation plays an important role in formation of a crystallographic 
structure on a surface. for fabrication of nanostructure on a surface, it is 
necessary to control thermal relaxation process and form a self-assembled 
structure under an optimized condition. It is thus important to understand 
thermal relaxation from a microscopic point of view. 
We studied the decay process of nano-island formed on Si(100)-2x1 surface by 
a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation. The corresponding experiment was reported 
by Ichimiya et al. (Surf. Sci. 493(2001)555). The decay was observed in the 
temperature range between 650K and 800K by scanning tunneling microscopy. 
As the system of simulation, we used a vicinal surface with 100×148 atoms on a 
terrace, where a 3D nano-island or a 2D island is formed. The periodic 
boundary condition was adopted. The decay is governed a mass transport of 
adatoms from the island to step edges of the substrate surface. The 3D island 
decays in a layer-by-layer fashion from the top as an adatom descends a step 
from one layer to the lower layer. In contrast, the 2D island decays by adatom 
diffusion from its edges to step edges in the substrate layers. The diffusion 
process is mediated by vacancies formed on the terrace by hopping of another 
atom from it. It is filled with an adatom diffusing on the terrace. The vacancy 
mediated diffusion is quite important for basic understanding of diffusion 
process and for fabrication of nanostructures in application. 
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The HCT (Honeycomb Chained Triangle) model[1] is widely accepted as a 
structure model for the Si(111) sqrt{3} times sqrt{3}-Ag surface. A new model, 
however, called IET (InEquivalent Triangle) model has been proposed by 
recent studies on the surface using scanning-tunneling microscopy at low 
temperatures and first principles calculations[2]. The IET model is 
characterized by a small amount of rotation of the Ag triangle in HCT model 
around its center, and the symmetry of the surface is lowered from p31m to p3. 
Thus the surface structure attracts renewed interests. In the present work we 
compare X-ray diffraction data obtained at room temperature[1] with both the 
HCT and IET models using anisotropic Debye-Waller factors in the least 
squares fitting analysis, in contrast to isotropic Debye-Waller factors in the 
previous analysis. The analysis indicates the experimental result is well 
explained by the HCT model with strong anisotropic thermal vibrations. 
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